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Abstract

The fundamental complexity of speech––in both the spectral and temporal domains––elicits extensive dynamic

activity from a broad neural population. Evoked potentials rely on a summation of synchronous aggregate neural

activity, making them especially suitable for speech-sound investigation.

This paper summarizes research from our lab that demonstrates the efficacy of speech-evoked responses in ad-

dressing three fundamental issues. First, the neural bases of left-brain specialization to speech are investigated in an

animal model. Second, studies are aimed at inferring the underlying causes of certain language-based learning dis-

abilities. Finally, in a series of before-and-after designs, the underlying neural plasticity that accompanies directed

speech-sound training is explored.
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1. Introduction

The following quote is taken from the mission

statement of the Nature of Speech Perception

workshop:

Speech perception involves processing of

many different kinds: peripheral auditory

analysis, automatic feature extraction in the

units of the auditory brainstem, leading to

classification of words and phonemes. A ma-

jor question is to what extent this processing

is automatic (in which case it would presum-

ably occur mainly in the brainstem) and to

what extent it is cognitive (governed by lin-
guistic and other high-level processing in the

cortex).

This paper reviews research utilizing aggregate

neural responses in order to investigate speech–

sound encoding in the normal and impaired au-

ditory system. The studies presented here have led

us to conclude that the processing required
for speech perception has a substantial automatic

basis independent of higher-level cognitive factors.
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Speech is a complex acoustic signal that places

many demands on the auditory system. The heal-

thy auditory system must be sensitive to signals

with rapidly changing spectra, poor signal-to-noise
ratios and fast rates of stimulation. Accurate

speech representation requires underlying biologi-

cal patterns of activity across broad neural popu-

lations from the periphery to the cortex. Because

evoked responses depend on just that sort of

synchronous activation, they are uniquely suited

for examining the underlying neural bases of

speech perception. Additionally, because evoked
responses rely on synchronous neural firing, they

provide a means for assessing a breakdown in bi-

ological timing that may be at the root of faulty

speech encoding in some people with perceptual

deficits.

Because of their behavior-independent nature,

evoked potentials are ideal for examining the

effects of subtle manipulations of the speech signal
without relying on subjective behavioral responses.

Furthermore, the careful characterization of evoked

responses in the normal system, both in humans

and in animals, can inform us about how the au-

ditory system fails in individuals with perceptual

disorders.

1.1. The approach

We take a behavioral-neurophysiological, acous-
tic–phonetic approach to the investigation of bio-

logical processes involved in speech–sound

perception.

In humans, we assess behavioral responses to

acoustically defined speech stimuli. These same

stimuli are used to evoke neural responses origi-

nating from various levels along the auditory

pathway (brainstem to cortex). The relationships
among listeners� behavioral perception of acoustic

signals, the neurophysiological representation of

those same signals, and other broader measures of

speech perception and language processing are

examined in order to link perception of speech to

underlying central physiological processes.

In animals, parallel studies utilizing the same

stimuli permit direct intracranial recordings (mid-
brain, thalamus, cortex) to further identify neural

mechanisms involved in representation of speech

sounds in the brain.

By combining an examination of the perceptual

and physiological responses to speech sounds, we
have gained information about mechanisms un-

derlying normal speech perception and perceptual

deficits in clinical populations, particularly chil-

dren with learning problems (LP). We have also

begun to unravel some of the mechanisms associ-

ated with speech–sound perceptual learning.

1.2. The stimuli

Speech sounds can be characterized (at least in

part) along finite and acoustically definable di-

mensions. The use of synthesized speech allows for

precise manipulation along these dimensions and,
importantly, permits discrete modifications that

are difficult to control in natural speech.

1.3. The responses

Evoked responses can represent neural activity
generated at different levels along the auditory

pathway. These responses are elicited passively;

subjects are not attending to the stimuli. Examples

of evoked responses that are amenable to speech

stimulation are:

Auditory brainstem response (ABR): A sum-

mation of spike discharges reflecting precise en-

coding of stimulus onset in the brainstem.
Frequency following response (FFR): Time-

locking to periodic aspects of the speech stimulus

such as fundamental frequency.

P1=N1=P2=N2: Mid- to late-latency (50–200

ms) post-synaptic cortical responses to stimulus

onset.

Mismatch response (MMN): Late-latency cor-

tical response. Requires (at least) two different
stimuli. The response occurs when a train of iden-

tical stimuli is interrupted by the different stimulus.

In combination, these responses are comple-

mentary in that each differs in anatomical source,

maturational time course and functional signi-

ficance (Elberling et al., 1982; Sams et al., 1985;

N€aa€aat€aanen and Picton, 1987; Sams et al., 1991;

Conley et al., 1999; Møller, 1999; Ponton et al.,
2000; Bellis et al., 2000).
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1.4. The questions

This paper demonstrates how using speech-

evoked potentials can begin to address:

• How speech sounds are represented in the brain.

• How that representation is related to perception

in a normal system and in clinical populations.

• Which specific acoustic–phonetic elements are

most vulnerable to mis-perception due to faulty

neural encoding.

• How experience and speech–sound training al-
ters the biology of sound perception.

• Ways in which speech–sound perception may

be improved.

Specifically reviewed are studies on (1) neural

lateralization for speech sounds, (2) the biological

bases of certain learning disabilities, and (3) the

physiological underpinnings of learning resulting
from training.

2. Neural lateralization for speech sounds (King

et al., 1999)

Left hemisphere lateralization for speech per-

ception is well documented (Kimura, 1961;
Geschwind, 1972; Gazzaniga, 1983; Milner, 1971).

Hemispheric lateralization can arise because of the

acoustic structure of a sound, and not necessarily

because a sound is speech or non-speech. Con-

verging evidence from human behavior (Tallal and

Newcombe, 1978) and physiology, (Zatorre et al.,

1992; Sharma et al., 1994) as well as animal be-

havior (Heffner and Heffner, 1986; Fitch et al.,
1993) and physiology (King et al., 1999) indicates

that brief, or rapidly changing acoustic cues, such

as human speech and animal communication calls,

elicit different responses from the left and right

hemispheres.

2.1. Methods

Evoked potentials to both speech and non-

speech sounds were recorded from the thalamus

and cortex of 12 anesthetized guinea pigs. Tung-
sten 1 MX electrodes were placed in left and right

primary pathway subdivisions of the medial geni-

culate (MG) nuclei. Stainless steel 10 kX electrodes

were placed on the brain surface over left and right

primary auditory cortices (AC). Simultaneous re-
cordings were made at all four sites to a 100-ms

synthesized /da/ and a 100-ms, 2-kHz tone. Stimuli

were presented monaurally to both ears. Contra-

lateral onset response amplitudes were compared.

2.2. Results

At both recording locations the tonal stimula-

tion resulted in symmetric responses (p > 0:05),
while the /da/ stimulus resulted in markedly larger

onset amplitudes on one side. Current studies are

determining which aspects of the /da/ are necessary

and sufficient for eliciting an asymmetric evoked
response.

2.3. Summary of results

• Lateralization of speech sounds is seen at sub-
cortical levels as well as in the cortex.

• Simple, pure tone stimuli do not exhibit lateral-

ized responses.

• Lateralization processes occur even under anes-

thesia; conscious attention to stimuli is likely

not required.

• This is likely an evolutionary precursor to hemi-

spheric lateralization in humans for certain
complex stimuli, including speech.

3. Biological bases of learning disorders

The ‘‘Listening, Learning and the Brain’’ pro-

ject––background: The ‘‘Listening, Learning and

the Brain’’ project is a large-scale investigation

aiming to better understand the biological bases
for the sound perception deficits found in some

children with LP. To achieve this, children, with

and without diagnosed learning disabilities, are

given a battery of psychophysical tasks (listening),

standardized measures of learning and academic

achievement (learning) and measures of neuro-

physiology (the brain).

Typically, behavioral differences between normal
children and those with LP manifest themselves
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when their systems are challenged by real-world

listening situations such as increased speaker rate,

subtle sound differences or background noise.

Manipulation of these speech characteristics in an
experimental setting provides a means to evaluate

behavioral differences between groups and to de-

termine to what extent these differences can be

seen in physiological recordings.

Presented here are studies using speech––both

behaviorally and physiologically––that challenge

listeners in two ways. First, subtle variations in

spectro-temporal content challenge the listener to
discriminate between stop consonants, and second,

a background noise masker is introduced to fur-

ther challenge the auditory system. Then, cue-

enhancement strategies to improve performance

and neural encoding are evaluated. Finally, the

same stimuli are used in an animal model to further

delineate neural origins and underlying mecha-

nisms. Moreover, it is possible to discern the extent
to which the deficits seen in humans may arise from

pre-attentive auditory processing mechanisms.

3.1. Fine-grained discrimination in children (Kraus

et al., 1996)

The discrimination of the fine-grained acoustic

differences found in certain stop consonants has

been found to be particularly vulnerable in some

people with LP (Tallal and Piercy, 1974; Elliott

et al., 1989; Godfrey et al., 1981). To determine the

extent to which this stems from underlying audi-

tory pathway deficits, a physiological measure of
preconscious discrimination, the mismatch re-

sponse (MMN) was administered to two groups

of school-age children. An ‘‘LP’’ group consisted

of 91 children diagnosed with a language-based

learning disability, attention deficit hyperactivity

disorder, or both. A control group consisted of

90 children in the same age range as the LP group,

but with no known learning problems.

3.1.1. Behavioral methods

To determine the children�s behavioral

fine-grained speech discrimination ability, two

consonant–vowel (CV) continua, comprising five-

formant, 100-ms synthetic speech syllables, were
created. The first continuum employed a place of

articulation contrast that has been shown to be

more difficult to perceive than most other phonetic

contrasts (e.g., Miller and Nicely, 1955): /da/ to /ga/

which varied only in the onset frequency of the
third formant. A control continuum, /ba/ to /wa/,

differed only in duration of the first and second

formant transitions. A task to determine just no-

ticeable differences (JND) on both contrasts was

administered to all children (Taylor and Creelman,

1967; Carrell et al., 1999).

3.1.2. Physiological methods

Stimuli: Mismatch responses were recorded in

42 children. Two age-matched groups consisted of

children with equally good /ba–wa/ discrimination
and either good or poor /da–ga/ discrimination.

The /ba–wa/ pair chosen (5 ms formant transition

duration difference) was one that was discrimina-

ble by children in both groups. The /da–ga/ pair

chosen (80 Hz difference in onset frequency of

third formant) was discriminable by children in the

control, but not the experimental group.

General physiological protocol: Evoked response
recording for all human studies presented in this

paper shared the following standard protocol.

Subjects were seated comfortably in an acousti-

cally shielded booth. Speech stimuli were delivered

monaurally to the right ear through insert ear-

phones. The left ear was left unoccluded in order

to allow subjects to hear a movie soundtrack

that was kept at a low volume (�40 dB SPL). The
movie, chosen by the subject, was used to minimize

any effects of drowsiness. Electrodes were silver/

silver-chloride and had impedances of less than 5

kX. The nose was common reference and the

forehead served as ground. Active electrodes were

Fz, Cz, Pz, F3, F4, A1, A2 and a pair just anterior

to T3 and T4 that we term TL and TR. Two

electrodes were placed near the left eye to enable
rejection of trials contaminated with eyeblinks.

Response recording: Stimuli were presented at

an intensity of 75 dB SPL. In addition to the fre-

quent and rare, or oddball, stimulation protocol, a

separate �rare-alone� recording was undertaken so

that responses to the same stimulus could be

compared whether it appeared as an oddball or by

itself. This served to minimize any inherent re-
sponse differences that may exist between the
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stimuli. All measures (latency, amplitude, dura-

tion, area) of MMN were calculated on a differ-

ence wave computed by subtracting the rare-alone

response from the rare (oddball) response.

3.1.3. Behavioral results

LP children performed significantly more poorly
than the controls on the /da–ga/ continuum (p <
0:001). Children in the two groups performed

equivalently well on the /ba–wa/ continuum, indi-

cating that the deficit seen in the LP children to

/da–ga/ was purely a perceptual deficit and not an

inability to perform the task.

3.1.4. Physiological results

Both groups showed robust mismatch responses

to the /ba–wa/ pair, but, mirroring their perceptual
difficulties, the experimental group had very small

or absent MMNs to the /da–ga/ stimulus pair,

while the control group had strong MMNs to /da–

ga/ (p < 0:003). This was the first demonstration

that perceptual speech processing deficits in LP

children have a basis in faulty, pre-attentive neural

encoding of signals along the auditory pathway,

specifically in auditory cortex.

3.1.5. Summary of results

• Children with diagnosed LP have difficulty per-
ceiving certain speech contrasts that are key to

the proper perception of speech sounds. Stimuli

with rapid spectral changes are particularly vul-

nerable to misperception.

• LP children exhibited degraded MMN re-

sponses to /da–ga/ and robust responses to /

ba–wa/, indicating that faulty neural encod-

ing of certain speech signals is implicated in
poor behavioral speech perception. This defi-

cit is not contingent upon attention because it

is apparent in passively elicited neural re-

sponses.

3.2. Brainstem timing deficits to speech in children

(King et al., 2002)

The cortical deficits to speech sounds seen in LP

children, described in Section 3.1, led us to ex-

amine whether this population differed from nor-
mal children in even more basic neural responses

recorded from lower in the auditory pathway. The

auditory brainstem response (ABR) to both a click

and the speech sound /da/ was recorded in 33

normal and 54 LP children. Cortical P1/N1/P2/N2
responses to /da/, presented in both quiet and

background noise, also were recorded.

3.2.1. Methods

Brainstem response recording: The endpoint /da/

from the continuum described in Section 3.1.1 was
stripped of its final 60 ms vowel and presented

monaurally to the right ear at a rate of 11.1 s�1.

Sixty ms of post-stimulus activity was recorded to

permit examination of both the onset response

(wave V) and the subsequent FFR evoked by the

harmonic structure of /da/. As a control, a 100 ls
click was presented at a rate of 31.1 s�1. Both

stimuli were presented at alternating polarity to
negate the confound of the cochlear microphonic.

The recording site was Cz, referenced to right

earlobe.

Cortical response recording: The same /da/ was

presented monaurally to the right ear both in

quiet and in continuous white background noise

(SNR ¼ 0 dB) at a rate of 1.7 s�1. The recording

site was Cz, referenced to nose.

3.2.2. Analysis

Brainstem responses: To the click stimulus, la-

tency of wave V was documented. To the /da/,

three peaks were found to be consistent. An onset

response, at a latency of about 7.5 ms, was fol-
lowed by two later FFR peaks at 17.7 and 39.5 ms.

For all response peaks, a normal limit was defined

as the mean plus one standard deviation of the

normal subjects.

Cortical responses: For responses recorded in

both quiet and background noise, latencies and

amplitudes for P1/N1/P2/N2 were marked. A cross

correlation was performed between the response in
quiet and the response in background noise. The

maximum correlation and the time shift at which it

occurred were recorded.

3.2.3. Results

Brainstem responses: There were no differences

between the normal and LP groups in wave V la-
tency to the click stimulus. The onset response to
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the /da/ was significantly later for LP than normal

subjects (p < 0:03). Of the 54 LP subjects, 20 fell

outside the normal range in onset response la-

tency. The same 20 subjects also had delays in the
two FFR peaks (p < 0:01 for both). To the click,

these subjects did not fall outside the normal

range. Of the 34 LP subjects that were within the

normal range for onset response latency, only two

had delayed FFR peak latencies.

Relationship between brainstem and cortical re-

sponses: The twenty LP subjects with delays in

their ABR latencies had significantly lower corti-
cal response quiet-to-noise correlations (p < 0:02)
than the 34 LPs with normal ABR latencies. That

is, waveform morphology was degraded to a

greater extent by the addition of background

noise in children with abnormal brainstem re-

sponses.

3.2.4. Summary of results

• Some LP children have delayed brainstem re-
sponses to speech stimuli.

• These delays are seen in both onset and fre-

quency-following components of the response.

• The same children exhibiting abnormal brain-

stem response encoding have degraded cortical

responses in a measure that is sensitive to tim-

ing disruptions in background noise.

3.3. Effects of background noise and cue enhance-

ment in children (Cunningham et al., 2001; Wible

et al., 2002)

Children with speech–sound perception deficits

have difficulty perceiving speech in noisy listen-

ing situations. We hypothesized that in these

children, the basic neural representation of sound

would be particularly disrupted in noise. Thus
brainstem and cortical evoked potentials were re-

corded in quiet and continuous background noise

in both LP children and normal controls. Addi-

tionally, cue-enhancement strategies that are

known to be effective (Picheny et al., 1985) were

examined physiologically to gauge whether the

improvement seen behaviorally is accompanied by

a change in the evoked response to the same
stimuli.

Subjects were normal children and age-matched

LP children who performed significantly worse

than normal children on measures of auditory

processing (Woodcock and Johnson, 1977, 1989),
reading, spelling (Wilkinson, 1993), and fine-

grained discrimination along the /da–ga/ contin-

uum described in Section 3.1.1.

3.3.1. Behavioral methods

Four vowel–consonant–vowel (VCV) continua

were created. The baseline (conversational) con-

tinuum /ada/ to /aga/ was 40 steps long and varied

only in the F 3 onset frequency of the consonant.
The three other continua employed the following

cue-enhancement strategies: (a) consonant release

burst intensity was amplified by 10 dB, (b) the stop

gap was lengthened by 80 ms, and (c) a combina-

tion of both strategies. All continua differed only

in the consonant�s F 3 onset frequency and were

delivered binaurally in continuous background

white noise (SNR ¼ þ5 dB).

3.3.2. Behavioral results

In background noise, the LP subjects had sig-

nificantly worse fine-grained discrimination than

the normal children on the baseline continuum

(p < 0:001). With the cue-enhanced continua,

perception in the LP children was improved to the

level of the normal subjects. Of the cue-enhance-

ment strategies, increasing the release burst in-
tensity was found to have more effect than

lengthening the stop gap.

3.3.3. Neurophysiological methods

Because the lengthened stop gap provided little

improvement in behavioral discrimination, it was

decided that the evoked response recording would

concentrate on the release burst enhancement

alone. This allowed the initial /a/ to be stripped
from the stimuli to enable faster data collection.

ABR, FFR and P1/N1/P2/N2 cortical poten-

tials were obtained in response to the endpoint /da/

stimulus from the baseline continuum and from

the enhanced release burst continuum. Stimuli

were presented at a rate of 11 s�1 monaurally to

the right ear at 80 dB SPL both in quiet and with a

continuous background noise masker (SNR ¼ þ5
dB). The active electrode was Cz. See Section 3.1.2
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General physiological protocol for additional de-

tails.

Onset latency of ABR wave V, frequency con-

tent and stimulus-to-response correlation of the
FFR were determined. Latencies, amplitudes and

correlations of the cortical P1/N1/P2/N2 responses

were compared between the subject groups for

each stimulus condition.

3.3.4. Neurophysiological results

ABR, FFR and P1/N1/P2/N2 responses were

equivalent in the two groups when the /da/ was

presented in quiet. The addition of background

noise resulted in LP subjects showing (1) a re-
duction of energy in the 250–750 Hz range of the

FFR (p < 0:01); (2) poorer FFR timing as mea-

sured by stimulus-to-response correlation; and

(3) reduced P2-to-N2 amplitude (p < 0:01). Nor-

mal control subjects� responses were stable on

these measures with the addition of background

noise.

In a separate study, responses to speech stimuli
that were rapidly presented in blocks of four, both

in quiet and background noise, were compared

between normal (n ¼ 12) and LP (n ¼ 13) children.

The cortical response to the first stimulus was

correlated with the response to the fourth stimulus

over a latency range that encompassed the P2/N2

time window. This provided an index of how re-

sponse timing was affected by stresses of stimulus
repetition and background noise. In quiet, both

the normal and LP groups� responses had equiv-

alently high correlations. In background noise,

however, there was a wide range of response cor-

relations in the LP group, while the normal

group�s correlations were all above 0.75. This wide

range of response correlations in the LPs was

significantly related to their /da–ga/ JND scores as
well as standardized measures of auditory pro-

cessing and spelling.

Cue-enhanced stimuli: When /da/ is presented as

a cue-enhanced signal, LP children exhibited nor-

mal cortical responses in noise. This implies that

the LP group�s discrimination improvement to

normal levels with cue-enhanced stimuli may have

a direct link to more accurate neural representa-
tion of acoustic events.

3.3.5. Summary of results

• In background noise, behavioral discrimination

of LP children suffers to a greater extent than in

normal children.
• Background noise disrupts physiological re-

sponses of brainstem and cortical origin to

speech stimuli more in LP than normal chil-

dren.

• Cue enhancement strategies are effective in

helping LPs achieve normal speech–sound per-

ception.

• Cortical responses in LP children become ‘‘nor-
mal’’ with cue-enhanced speech stimuli.

3.4. Effects of background noise and cue enhance-

ment in an animal model (Cunningham et al., 2002)

In order to investigate the underlying sources of

the physiological deficits seen in LP children in

experiment 3.3, parallel studies using guinea pigs

were undertaken. First, the effects of background
noise were studied, and then the benefits of cue-

enhancement strategies were assessed. Responses

from three recording sites along the auditory

pathway were evaluated to investigate contribu-

tions of midbrain, thalamus and cortex.

3.4.1. Methods

Stimuli: The four endpoint stimuli of the con-

tinua from experiment 3.3 were used. Because of

lesser time constraints in animal testing, it was
possible to use the entire VCV so that the efficacy

of both cue-enhancement strategies (lengthened

stop gap, increased release burst intensity) could

be evaluated. Stimuli were delivered monaurally to

the right ear, both in quiet and with continuous

background noise (SNR ¼ 0 dB).

Response recording: Responses were recorded

from midbrain, the central division of the inferior
colliculus (IC); thalamus, the ventral division of

the MG nucleus; and over the primary AC.

Analysis: Analyses focused on the response to

the /da/ portion of the /ada/ stimulus. Onset and

offset response amplitudes, spectral content of the

sustained response (FFR), and precision of phase-

locking (stimulus-to-response correlation) of the

sustained response were measured from all re-
cording locations.
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3.4.2. Results

Background noise: Background noise disrupted

the onset response to /da/ to a greater extent than

the vowel portion of the stimulus (p < 0:02). This
disruption was more pronounced at the cortical

level than at the two subcortical locations. For

the sustained response in IC, noise reduced the

magnitude of low-frequency spectral components

(p < 0:02) whereas higher-frequency components

remained unchanged, mirroring findings in normal

children using the same stimuli.

Cue enhancement: First, the separate contribu-
tions of lengthened stop gap duration and in-

creased release burst intensity of the syllable /ada/

were evaluated. The amplitude of the onset re-

sponse to the consonant /da/ increased as either the

stop gap duration or the burst intensity alone were

increased. Combined manipulations maximally

increased the amplitude of the onset response

(p < 0:02 at all anatomical areas) and were not a
simple linear sum of the effect of each manipula-

tion alone. This improvement was greatest at AC.

In background noise, enhanced speech stimuli

elicited an onset response to /d/ which was absent

with unenhanced signals. Further analysis of

the latter portions of the response indicated that

(as in normal children) cue enhancements did not

affect the representation of sustained or offset re-
sponses.

3.4.3. Summary of results

• Onset responses are more affected by back-

ground noise than FFRs to speech stimuli.

• Cue-enhancement strategies benefit onset re-

sponses more than FFRs.

• These onset-response effects are more pro-
nounced at the cortex than in midbrain or thal-

amus.

• In response to noise and cue enhancement, the

neurophysiological patterns seen in IC sus-

tained response mirror those seen in normal

children.

• The particular susceptibility of the auditory

cortex to manipulations of noise and cue en-
hancement may be related to the finding that

in LP children, the effects of noise and cue en-

hancement were more dramatic in cortical than

subcortical responses.

4. Perceptual learning

Speech perception abilities in humans are

modifiable both by long-term experience with
one�s native language (Mehler et al., 1978; Werker

et al., 1992; Kuhl et al., 1992; Jusczyk et al., 1993;

N€aa€aat€aanen et al., 1997; Dehaene-Lambertz and

Baillet, 1998) and short-term auditory training in

a laboratory or clinical environment (Pisoni et al.,

1982; Shankweiler et al., 1995; Tallal et al., 1996;

Merzenich et al., 1996; Bradlow and Pisoni, 1999).

Considered here are physiological responses com-
pared prior to and after auditory training.

Animal experiments have amply demonstrated

sensory cortex restructuring with training (Jenkins

et al., 1990; Merzenich et al., 1990; Recanzone

et al., 1993). In humans, evoked potentials can be

used to assess underlying neural changes asso-

ciated with behavioral learning as reviewed

below.

4.1. Perception training in adults (Kraus et al.,

1995; Tremblay et al., 2001)

Because the mismatch response (MMN) oc-

curs without attention and can be elicited by

small stimulus differences, it can be used to study

training-associated improvement in discrimina-

tionthresholds. In other words, one can measure
whether, following training, the auditory system

responds to a formerly undetectable difference,

separate from a subject�s conscious perception.

4.1.1. Methods

Thirteen adult subjects were trained to dis-

criminate between two syllables that differed by 15

and 175 Hz in the onset frequencies of F 2 and F 3,

respectively. Prior to training, in a /da/ vs /ga/

identification task, both syllables were identified as
/da/ 100% and 96% of the time. A training regimen

consisted of a two-alternative same-different task

with feedback. There were six training sessions

over a one-week period. All subjects performed at

chance at the beginning of the training. MMNs

were recorded (see Section 3.1.2 General physio-

logical protocol for additional details) to the same

stimulus pair prior to and upon completion of the
training regimen.
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4.1.2. Results

By the final session, six of the thirteen subjects

were able to discriminate above chance. A one-

month follow-up revealed that the improvement
persisted. Mismatch responses, prior to behavioral

training, were present in ten subjects. After train-

ing, MMNs were present in all thirteen subjects.

Moreover, there were significant increases in re-

sponse magnitude (p < 0:01 for duration, ampli-

tude and area). In an associated study (Tremblay

et al., 2001), changes in N1/P2 amplitude were also

observed following training (p < 0:001).
The results indicate that while there is not a

one-to-one correlation between these physiological

measures and performance, as a group, enhanced

cortical responses to the stimuli used in training

were mirrored by improvement in perception.

Moreover, active training to discriminate a par-

ticular stimulus pair can be reflected passively in

the auditory system�s response to the same stimu-
lus pair in a non-attentive setting.

4.1.3. Summary of results

• Discrimination training of fine-grained speech

signals results in modified cortical neural repre-

sentation of stimulus differences.

4.2. Time course of learning in adults (Tremblay

et al., 1998)

In order to further scrutinize how behavioral

perceptual improvements are reflected physiologi-

cally, an investigation was undertaken to examine

whether physiological changes preceded the be-
havioral speech perception improvement.

4.2.1. Methods

Monolingual English speakers were trained to
distinguish between two pre-voiced consonant–

vowel syllables. This distinction is not a relevant

cue in the English language. The subjects, prior to

training, heard both syllables as /ba/, that is, they

failed to detect the pre-voicing. Four sessions over

a period of ten days were employed to train sub-

jects to label a syllable with a pre-voicing of 10 ms

as /ba/ and a syllable with pre-voicing of 20 ms as /
mba/.

Mismatch response sessions (see Section 3.1.2

General physiological protocol for additional de-

tails) using this same stimulus pair were recorded

prior to training, on days following each training
session, and upon completion of the entire training

regimen. Onset latencies and amplitudes, dura-

tions, and areas of the response were noted for

each session.

4.2.2. Results

By the end of the training regimen, nine of ten

subjects learned to discriminate between the two

pre-voiced syllables. All ten subjects exhibited
changes in MMN. The general response pattern

was an increase in both duration (p < 0:001) and

area (p < 0:001) of the response with an accom-

panying decrease in onset latency (p < 0:05).
For all subjects, the change in the MMN oc-

curred immediately, on the day following the first

training session. However, four of the subjects

required additional training to behaviorally dis-
tinguish between the two syllables. That is, they

exhibited changes in the evoked responses prior to

successful behavioral discrimination. Behavioral

and evoked response changes were simultaneous

for the remaining subjects.

4.2.3. Summary of results

• For this stimulus distinction, neurophysio-

logical changes occurred for all subjects shortly
after the onset of the training regimen––indicat-

ing that the auditory system had begun to en-

code the acoustic difference between the two

stimuli.

• The time course of behavioral learning was

more variable––for some subjects concurrent

with physiological change, for some after phys-

iological change, for some not at all.

It appears that a population of cells contribut-

ing to the mismatch response began to differentiate

their firing patterns for the two contrasting stimuli

almost immediately. This ‘‘fast learning’’ (Polat

and Sagi, 1988) process must have occurred pre-

attentively because in the initial stages of training,

not all subjects were aware of the salient fea-
ture that separated the stimuli. Following the
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automatic pre-attentive learning, a later, slow

component took place.

4.3. Generalization of training in adults (Tremblay

et al., 1997)

Following successful training on a particu-

lar speech contrast, learning may generalize to

novel stimuli with similar acoustic properties

(McClaskey et al., 1983). From a clinical stand-
point, generalization is important because it is the

basis of many targeted auditory training regimens

in use today. Evoked responses were used to in-

vestigate neural plasticity that underlies general-

ization of learning.

4.3.1. Methods

In a design similar to that of Section 4.2, native

English-speaking subjects were trained to dis-

criminate between an unfamiliar stimulus pair,

/mba/ and /ba/, differing in duration of prevoicing.

Prior to and after training, subjects were evaluated

on two behavioral tasks, without feedback to es-

tablish their baseline performance. The tasks were
a same-different discrimination task and a labeling

task. Mismatch responses were recorded to the

same stimulus pair (see Section 3.1.2 General

physiological protocol for additional details). Ad-

ditionally, the same behavioral and physiologi-

cal tests were administered using a novel speech

pair, /nda/ and /da/. This stimulus pair shares the

same prevoicing duration distinction, but uses al-
veolar rather than bilabial articulation.

The training regimen consisted of nine ses-

sions in five days of behavioral training only on the

/mba–ba/ pair. The training sessions used a label-

ling task with feedback.

4.3.2. Results

Comparisons of the pre- and post-training be-

havioral scores, revealed improvements to both the

trained (p < 0:05) and untrained stimulus pairs

(p < 0:05). As expected, MMNs following training

were larger in duration (p < 0:01) and area (p <
0:05) for the trained /mba–ba/ pair. Moreover,

generalization to the novel stimulus pair, /nda–da/,

was reflected in increased response duration (p <
0:01) and area (p < 0:05).

4.3.3. Summary of results

• Following training, learning generalized to a

novel but similar stimulus.

• Following training, a neural change was ob-
served in response to both the trained and novel

stimulus pairs.

4.4. Neural and perceptual consequences of com-

mercial training in children (Hayes et al., 2001;

King et al., 2002)

Treatment strategies for dealing with perceptual

problems––particularly, computer-based auditory
training programs––have become a focus in neu-

roscience research (Orton, 1937; Tallal et al., 1998;

Morrison, 1998; Diehl, 1999). However, the effi-

cacy of these programs is not uniform across

children, and it is unclear which kind of training,

for which profile of deficits, results in perceptual

improvement. Studying children who undergo this

training provides insights into the neurophysio-
logical and perceptual changes associated with

perceptual learning. Because of the heterogeneity

of this population, it is important to determine

which children might benefit from training, and

how training may alter the neural representa-

tion of sound at various levels of the auditory

pathway.

4.4.1. Methods

Twenty-five subjects with auditory-based LP
were tested on a number of behavioral and phys-

iological measures prior to and after their com-

mercial training (Earobics) regimens. The training

regimen consisted of independently administered

directed exercises that incorporate phoneme dis-

crimination, auditory memory, sequencing and

attention, rhyming and sound blending skills.

The cognitive battery that was used before and
after commercial training included subtests of the

Woodcock–Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery

and the Wide Range Achievement Test. Behav-

ioral listening tasks were administered including

sentence perception in noise and JNDs for various

CV syllables in quiet and noise. The physiological

regimen consisted of ABR recording to /da/ both

in quiet and in noise, intrinsic cortical P1/N1/P2/
N2 responses to /da/ in quiet and noise, and MMN
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to /da–ga/ in quiet (see Section 3.1.2 General

physiological protocol). Non-trained controls (n ¼
16) were also tested and retested after a similar

interval.

4.4.2. Results

A range of measures of learning and speech

perception showed improvement following train-

ing. The Woodcock–Johnson subtest scores that

improved most included those associated with

phonetic awareness and listening comprehension.
Behaviorally, some of the trained subjects showed

improved JNDs on an enhanced /da–ga/ contin-

uum in noise. There were some changes in cortical

evoked responses. Intrinsic P1/N1/N2/P2 re-

sponses took on a more mature-looking pattern in

quiet following training, while the amount of de-

gradation with the addition of noise diminished.

Topographic patterns of MMN changed. The
overall response area shifted more to the left

hemisphere following training. Children with im-

paired brainstem encoding showed the greatest

training-associated improvements: both speech–

sound discrimination and resistance of cortical

responses to the degrading effects of background

noise were observed.

4.4.3. Summary of results

• Children who underwent focused auditory

training exhibited behavioral improvements on

standardized tests that tap into auditory-based

skills.

• Following training, neural representation of

speech-sounds altered at an automatic, pre-
attentive level.

5. Conclusions

Speech-evoked neurophysiological responses,

viewed in conjunction with behavioral tasks uti-

lizing the same stimuli, provide an approach for

establishing relationships between perceptual

abilities and underlying central physiological pro-

cesses. Additionally, using the same stimuli in an

animal model provides a means of further local-
izing processes along the auditory pathway that

contribute to the cortical representation of com-

plex sounds such as speech.

The experimental approach described here,

which includes evoked responses to speech, pro-
vides a framework for understanding some of

the physiological and psychoacoustical processes

contributing to speech perception. The spectral

and temporal complexity of a speech signal elicits

patterns of time-synchronized activity from a

broad neural population. Maintaining accurate

timing, as the speech stimulus is degraded by the

effects of noise and other challenging listening
situations, contributes to successful speech per-

ception. This approach has elucidated why certain

speech sounds are more vulnerable to perceptual

and encoding disruption than others. Moreover,

we are learning which aspects of auditory pathway

encoding are most affected by adverse listen-

ing conditions such as noise, and what processes

underlie the benefits brought about by cue-
enhancement.

The results of the studies discussed here provide

evidence that key processes, essential for the ac-

curate perception of speech, occur automatically.

Some of these processes such as lateralization oc-

cur subcortically in anesthetized animals.

In summary, an acoustic–phonetic experimen-

tal approach, combining physiological recording
with behavioral evaluation, allows us to begin to

link single-neuron physiology in animals, speech-

elicited neural responses in people, and speech

perception. Importantly, associations between

speech–sound perception and underlying neural

processes can be made in normal and clinical

populations. Furthermore, these data indicate that

the representation of speech sounds is plastic and
can be modified by listening training. Rehabilita-

tive strategies involving enhancing speech con-

trasts or focused listening training may prove

efficacious in some populations that exhibit speech

perception deficits of central auditory pathway

origin.
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